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Abstract

This technical report presents DD* Lite, an efficient incremental search algorithm
for problems that can capitalize on state dominance. Dominance relationships between
nodes are used to prune graphs in search algorithms. Thus, exploiting state dominance
relationships can considerably speed up search problems in large state spaces, such as
mobile robot path planning considering uncertainty, time, or energy constraints. Incre-
mental search techniques are useful when changes can occur in the search graph, such
as when re-planning paths for mobile robots in partially known environments. While
algorithms such as D* and D* Lite are very efficient incremental search algorithms,
they cannot be applied as formulated to search problems in which state dominance is
used to prune the graph. DD* Lite extends D* Lite to seamlessly support reasoning
about state dominance. It maintains the algorithmic simplicity and incremental search
capability of D* Lite, while resulting in orders of magnitude increase in search effi-
ciency in large state spaces with dominance. We illustrate the efficiency of DD* Lite
with simulation results from applying the algorithm to a path planning problem with
time and energy constraints. We also prove that DD* Lite is sound, complete, optimal,
and efficient.
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1 Introduction

There are many search problems for which state space reduction can be achieved
through simple comparison of states without compromising the optimality or com-
pleteness of the search [7, 6, 12, 3]. For example, consider the problem of planning a
path for a battery powered mobile robot navigating through some terrain. Suppose the
state of the robot is parameterized by its position and battery level. Because the avail-
able battery power is a finite resource, we can say that a state,A, is always better than
another state,B, at the same position if it has more battery power available. We say
that stateA dominates stateB. Dominance relationships, when they exist, are very
important in search problems because by exploiting these relationships and disregard-
ing dominated states, we can prune the search space considerably. This enables a much
more efficient solution to the search problem. Dominance relations have been success-
fully exploited in problems as varied as generating tests for combinatorial circuits [3]
and solving the manufacturer’s pallet loading problem [1].

Formally, given two states in a search algorithm,si andsj , a dominance relationD
is defined as a binary relation such thatsiDsj , that is,si dominatessj , implies thatsj

cannot lead to a solution better than the best obtainable fromsi [6]. Dominated states
may be deleted without expansion in the search, thus eliminating entire branches of the
search tree.

Heuristic search techniques such as A* [5] have been successfully used in planning
and many other problems. Dynamic or incremental search algorithms [2] involve effi-
ciently computing the paths in a changing graph such as in a communications network
where individual links may go up or down, in a transportation network where roads
can be detoured, or in a robot’s navigation map where its sensors may discover new in-
formation about its environment. Combining heuristic search with incremental search
capability, in which solutions are repaired locally when changes occur, leads to algo-
rithms that support rapid re-planning and as such are very effective for robot navigation
in unknown or partially known environments. Incremental heuristic search techniques
such as D* [10] and D* Lite [8] have typically been employed in two-dimensional
planning scenarios such as on a regular grid overlaid on the terrain. However, there
are many scenarios, such as our example of the battery powered robot, in which the
planning and hence re-planning problem involves a search in a larger state space. For
example, a path planning problem may require reasoning about time, energy [11] or
even uncertainty [4]. Increasing the dimensionality, and hence the size of the state
space, greatly limits the set of problems that can be solved efficiently with such tech-
niques. In practice, however, only a small fraction of the entire state space is relevant to
search. As such, techniques are needed to eliminate regions of the space which do not
need to be explored. Focussing the search using relevant heuristics is one way; pruning
the space by exploiting state dominance is another.

While dominance relations have been used extensively for pruning in static search
problems [7, 6, 12, 3], it is more complicated to exploit dominance in dynamic or incre-
mental search problems because a previously dominated branch of the search tree may
be needed at a later time when costs in the graph change. To exploit state dominance in
a dynamic search problem, the TEMPEST planner [11] explicitly resurrects dominated
regions of the space when changes in the graph occur. However, keeping track of what
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regions of the space need to be resurrected can be complicated.

While the exact definition of dominance relationships depends on the particular
problem domain, the manner in which dominated states should be handled during the
search is a general problem and can be built into the algorithm. In an incremental
search, states may switch between being dominated and not dominated as changes oc-
cur in the search graph, and this must be handled seamlessly by the algorithm. In this
paper, we introduce the DD* Lite algorithm, an extension to D* Lite, that supports
reasoning about state dominance, while preserving soundness, completeness, optimal-
ity, and efficiency through incremental search. We apply DD* Lite to a path planning
problem with time and energy constraints, and present results illustrating that orders of
magnitude gains in performance can result from exploiting state dominance relation-
ships in incremental search.

2 Incremental Search

The DD* Lite algorithm extends D* Lite, an incremental search algorithm that enables
efficient repair of solutions when changes occur in a search graph.

As an example incremental search problem, consider a robot navigating through
partially known terrain. The search graph is an 8-connected graph obtained by over-
laying a regular grid on the terrain. Given the initial knowledge of the terrain, the algo-
rithm finds an optimal path from the start to the goal by computing objective function
values (minimum costs to the goal) for nodes in the graph, as illustrated in Figure 1(a).
Blocked cells are shaded black, while free cells are clear. In the general case, the tra-
versal cost of a cell may lie on a continuum between blocked and free. The robot begins
to follow the computed path, but at some point discovers changes in the graph: some
cells originally thought to be blocked are actually free, and other cells thought to be
free are blocked, as shown in Figure 1(b). The portion of the original path traversed by
the robot is indicated with a dashed line. When the discrepancies are discovered, the
algorithm re-plans by searching for an optimal path from the robot’s current position
in the new graph. This path from the new start location to the goal is indicated by a
solid line. Cells whose objective function values have changed are shaded gray. Of
these, only a few (shaded dark gray) are relevant to finding the new solution: D* Lite’s
efficiency lies in the fact that it recomputes only these values.

The D* Lite algorithm, like others in the D* family of algorithms, searches from the
goal to the start. In the robot navigation problem for which it was designed, changes in
the search graph are likely to occur close to the robot’s current position, as its sensors
discover discrepancies in the environment. Reversing the order of the search in this
way, so that areas close to the robot are near the leaves of the search tree, enables very
efficient replanning.

During the search, D* Lite maintains two estimates of the objective function of
a states: the g-value and therhs-value. Theg value is the current estimate of the
objective function of the state, while therhs value is a one step lookahead estimate
of the objective function of the state based on theg values of its successors (s0) in the
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Figure 1: Incremental Search Example

graph:

rhs(s) =

‰
0 if s = sgoal

mins02Succ(s)(c(s; s0) + g(s0)) otherwise
(1)

In equation 1,c(s; s0) represents the cost of the directed edge froms to s0.
In D* Lite, a state is defined asconsistentif its g-value equals itsrhs-value, and

inconsistentotherwise. Specifically, it is defined asoverconsistentif g > rhs and
underconsistentif g < rhs. As the search progresses, inconsistent states are inserted
into the priority queue for processing.

At the beginning of the algorithm, theg andrhs values of all states are initialized
to 1, except the goal state,sgoal, whoserhs-value is initialized to 0. States can also be
initialized when they are first encountered during the search, to avoid instantiating all
states beforehand in large state spaces. To start with, the goal is the only inconsistent
state and is inserted into the priority queue for processing. The main loop of the algo-
rithm repeatedly processes states from the priority queue. When an overconsistent state
is removed from the priority queue, itsg value is set equal to itsrhs value, thus making
it consistent. When an underconsistent state is removed from the priority queue, itsg
value is set equal to1, thus making it overconsistent. In addition, in either case, the
state’sg value is used to update therhs values of its predecessors in the graph accord-
ing to equation 1, and the predecessors are in turn inserted into the priority queue if
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they become inconsistent. The main loop of the algorithm terminates when the start
state,sstart, has been processed and is consistent. At this point, an optimal path from
sstart to sgoal has been computed.

When changes in the graph occur, D* Lite computes newrhs values for the affected
states and inserts them into the priority queue if they are inconsistent. The main loop
of the algorithm is then executed again until a new optimal path has been computed.

D* Lite is algorithmically simple yet efficient, making it an ideal starting point for
an extended algorithm that supports exploiting state dominance.

3 Incremental Search with State Dominance

The basic idea underlying search with state dominance is to identify and dominated
states before they are expanded and prune the search trees rooted at these states In
incremental search, edge costs in the search graph may change and so states that were
once dominated may no longer be dominated, and vice-versa. It is important to keep
track of these changes, restoring previously pruned regions of the space as needed.

For a stateu to dominate anotherv in our algorithm, DD* Lite, it must first dom-
inate according to the domain definition of dominance, and secondly, it must have a
lower or equal objective function value. This ensures that a dominated state cannot
lead to a solution better than the best obtainable from the dominating state. In addition,
dominance relations must obey the following properties:

† A state cannot dominate itself

† If a stateu dominates another statev, thenv does notdominateu.

† Transitive property: if a stateu dominates another statev, andv in turn domi-
natesw, thenu dominatesw.

To keep track of which states are dominated as we search through the state space,
we label states asdominatedor not dominated. A state is labeled asdominatedif there
is at least one other state in the space which dominates it, and is labelednot dominated
otherwise. In the search, we do not expand dominated states, effectively pruning the
subtree rooted at the dominated state.

We extend the D* Lite algorithm to support this concept. One extension is that, in
addition to keeping track of current and one-step lookahead estimates of the objective
function value of a state, as described in the previous section, we also keep track of
current and one-step lookahead estimates of whether or not a state is dominated. Thus,
theg andrhs values are defined as tuples with two components: an objective function
component and a dominance component. The objective function component represents
the cost of the path from the state to the goal, and can assume values ranging from 0
to 1 inclusive. The dominance component represents whether or not the state is dom-
inated and can take on one of two discrete values:NOT DOMINATED or DOMINATED,
whereNOT DOMINATED<DOMINATED.

g(s) = [gobjf (s); gdom(s)] (2)

rhs(s) = [rhsobjf (s); rhsdom(s)] (3)
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Theg-value is the current estimate of the objective function and dominance value of
a state, while therhs-value is the one-step lookahead estimate of the objective function
and dominance value of a state based on theg-values of its successors in the graph.

We can define comparison operators on the domain of objective function and dom-
inance value tuples as follows: first compare the objective function values, and then,
in the case of a tie, compare the dominance values. The<; >; •; ‚; =; and 6= op-
erators can be defined in this way, as can the min() and max() functions. For exam-
ple, we say thatg(s) < g(s0) if and only if (gobjf (s) < gobjf (s0)) _ (gobjf (s) =
gobjf (s0) ^ gdom(s) < gdom(s0)). Similarly, g(s) < rhs(s) if and only if (gobjf (s) <
rhsobjf (s)) _ (gobjf (s) = rhsobjf (s) ^ gdom(s) < rhsdom(s)).

Given a directed graph in which the cost of traversing an edge from a states to a
states0 is represented byc(s; s0), the purpose of the DD* Lite algorithm is to find the
optimal (least-cost) path from a start state represented bysstart to a goal state repre-
sented bysgoal. Since the search proceeds backwards from the goal to the start,sgoal

has the lowest objective function value of all states in the space and is, by definition,
not dominated. In addition, it is assumed thatsstart is not dominated. This can be
ensured by the domain definition of dominance. Alternatively, the start state may be
only partially specified by defining astart setof dominance neighbors,Sstart, with the
idea that we want our true start state,sstart, to be the least-cost non-dominated state
in Sstart. For example, in a path-planning problem, a start set might be the set of all
states at [x; y] position [4,5]: this set includes many states with different time or energy
values. In the algorithm listings in this technical report, a specific start state,sstart, is
used. It is, however, trivial to change the implementation to use a start set,Sstart, and
this is what is used in practice.

The goal distanceof a states is the cost of the least-cost path froms to sgoal.
Given the definition of dominance stated previously, it is obvious that there should be
no dominated states on the least-cost path between a non-dominated states andsgoal.

To focus the search, we define a heuristic function,h(s; s0), that yields an estimate
of the cost from a states to another states0. The heuristic function must beadmis-
sible, meaning that it must yield a value that is less than or equal to the true cost of
the optimal path betweens ands0. Furthermore, heuristics must obey the triangle in-
equality, meaning thath(s; s00) • h(s; s0) + h(s0; s00) for statess, s0, ands00 in the
graph. Ifs0 ands00 are connected by an edge in the graph, then another expression of
the triangle inequality is:h(s; s00) • h(s; s0) + c(s0; s00). Since the search proceeds
from the goal state to the start state, the heuristic function, represented byh(sstart; s),
is an estimate of the cost from the start state,sstart, to a given states. In implemen-
tations in which a start set,Sstart is used, then the heuristich(sstart; s) represents
the minimum estimate of the cost of the path from any state in the start set tos, that
is, h(sstart; s) = mins02Sstart

(h(s0; s)). We useg(s) + h(sstart; s) as a shortcut to
represent the tuple,[gobjf (s) + h(sstart; s); gdom(s)]. Similarly,rhs(s) + h(sstart; s)
represents[rhsobjf (s) + h(sstart; s); rhsdom(s)].

As in the D* Lite algorithm, a state,s, is described asconsistentwheng(s) =
rhs(s), and inconsistentotherwise. A state isoverconsistentif g(s) > rhs(s) and
underconsistentif g(s) < rhs(s), where the =,<, and> operators are as described
above. Inconsistent states are inserted into the priority queue for processing.

Another extension we make to the D* Lite algorithm is in the definition of the
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neighbors of a state, which are used in computing the state’srhs value, or whoserhs
values are affected by changes to the state’sg value. In addition to a state’s predecessors
and successors in the graph, we define a third class of neighbors: dominance neighbors.
The set of dominance neighbors of a state,s, is the set of states that can potentially
dominate or be dominated bys. Like the predecessors and successors in the graph, the
set of dominance neighbors is problem-dependent.

With this new definition of the neighbors of a node, we can specify that therhs-
value of a node, defined in equation 8, always satisfies the following relationship. In
the following equations,F (s) is used to refer to the set of non-dominated successors
of a states. D(s) is used to refer to the set of states which dominate states. As in D*
Lite, c(s; s0) represents the cost of the directed edge froms to s0.

rhsobjf (s) =

‰
0 if s = sgoal

mins02F (c(s; s0) + gobfj(s0)) otherwise
(4)

rhsdom(s) =

‰
NOT DOMINATED if D(s) = ;
DOMINATED otherwise

(5)

where:

F (s) = fs0 : s0 2 Succ(s) ^ gdom(s0) =NOT DOMINATED g (6)

D(s) = fs0 : s0 2 DominanceNeighbors(s)

^ Dominate(s0; s) ^ (gobjf (s0) • rhsobjf (s))

^(gobjf (s0) + h(sstart; s0)

• rhsobjf (s) + h(sstart; s))g (7)

According to the equations above, the objective function value of a states is affected by
the objective function and dominance values of its successors in the graph. Similarly,
the dominance value ofs is influenced by the objective function values of its dominance
neighbors.

The composition of the setD(s) deserves some explanation. The fact that the
exact definition of dominance is problem-dependent is handled by the use of a function
Dominate(s0; s) which returnsTRUE if the states0 dominates the states according
to the domain definition of dominance. The formal definition of dominance requires
that a dominated state does not lead to a solution better than the best solution that can
be obtained from the dominating state. That is, the dominated state can be ignored
without loss of optimality in the solution. Hence, the DD* Lite algorithm also requires
that for a state to be labeledDOMINATED, its objective function value must be greater
than or equal to the objective function value of the dominating state, as captured by the
third term of equation 7. This guarantees that states labeledDOMINATED cannot lead to
better solutions than those obtained from the dominating state. Furthermore, a state is
labeledDOMINATED only when the dominating state has already been processed off the
open list, a condition captured by the final term in equation 7. This makes it possible
to bound the number of times a node is processed off the open list, as discussed in the
section on “Theoretical Properties”.
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4 DD* Lite Algorithm

The basic DD* Lite algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Differences from the basic D* Lite
algorithm are indicated with line numbers emphasized, such as 1.

The Main() function of the algorithm calls Initialize(), which initializes theg and
rhs values of all states in the space. Initially,sgoal is inserted into the priority queue
as the only inconsistent state. It is worth noting that in practice, due to the potentially
large size of the state space, only the goal state is initialized at this time; the other states
are dynamically created and hence initialized only as they are encountered during the
search. Similarly, states are deleted when they are deemed unreachable (i.e., both the
gobjf andrhsobjf values are1): this can occur to predecessors of dominated states,
or to states that are unreachable due to obstacles in the state space.

Main() then executes ComputeShortestPath(), which contains the principal loop of
the algorithm. Like in D* Lite, ComputeShortestPath() repeatedly removes the state
with the smallest key from the priority queue. The key of a state,k(s), has two compo-
nents,[k1(s); k2(s)], wherek1(s) andk2(s) are each an objective function and dom-
inance value pair, defined as follows:k1(s) = min(g(s); rhs(s)) + h(sstart; s) and
k2(s) = min(g(s); rhs(s)). We compare two keys, sayk(s) andk0(s), by comparing
the first components and, in the case of a tie, comparing the second components. Hence,
we say thatk(s) < k0(s) if and only if (k1(s) < k0

1(s)) _ (k1(s) = k0
1(s) ^ k2(s) <

k0
2(s)).

An overconsistent state (line 18) is processed by being made consistent on line
19. Cost changes are then propagated to predecessors and dominance neighbors on
lines 20-21, by calling UpdateVertex() on these states. Changes to thegobjf or the
gdom values of a state may affect therhsobjf value of its predecessors as indicated
in equation 9. Changes to thegobjf value of a state may affect therhsdom value of
its dominance neighbors as indicated in equation 10. UpdateVertex() computes the
updatedrhs value of a state. The state is then inserted into the priority queue if it is
inconsistent. Note that if the state has no non-dominated successors, itsrhsobjf value
is 1, which eventually results in the state being pruned from the space.

An underconsistent state (line 22) is processed by being made overconsistent on
line 23. UpdateVertex() is then called on its predecessors and dominance neighbors as
well as the node itself, to allow inconsistent states to be inserted back into the prior-
ity queue. ComputeShortestPath() terminates once the start state is consistent and all
states that could dominate it have been processed from the priority queue, a condition
captured by the expression on line 16.

4.1 Discussion

A couple of ideas underlying the DD* Lite algorithm merit some comment. First, the
DD* Lite algorithm conceptually implements a tuple-based objective function where
the first element is the solution cost and the second is the dominance relation. However,
it maintains sufficient information and performs the checks necessary to incremen-
tally repair the solution when either the objective function or the dominance relation
changes, which would not be possible with the straight substitution of a tuple-based
objective function.
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The priority queue,U , has the following functions:U .Insert(node; key) inserts a node
into the priority queue with the given key,U .Pop() removes the node with the minimum
key from the priority queue,U .TopKey() returns the minimum key of all nodes in the
priority queue, andU .Remove(node) removes a node from the priority queue.

procedure CalculateKey()
return[min(g(s); rhs(s)) + h(sstart; s); min(g(s); rhs(s))] ;1

procedure Initialize()
U ¡̂ fi;2

for all s 2 S rhs(s); g(s) ¡̂ [1; NOT DOMINATED];3

rhs(sgoal) ¡̂ [0; NOT DOMINATED];4

U .Insert( sgoal, CalculateKey( sgoal)) ;5

procedure UpdateVertex(s)
if s 6= sgoal ComputeRHS(s) ;6

if s 2 U U:Remove( s) ;7

if g(s) 6= rhs(s) U:Insert( s,CalculateKey( s)) ;8

procedure ComputeRHS(s)
F ¡̂ fs0 : s0 2 Succ(s) and gdom(s0) =NOT DOMINATED g ;9

tempobjf ¡̂ mins02F (gobjf (s0) + c(s; s0));10

tempdom ¡̂ NOT DOMINATED;11

for all s0 2 DominanceNeighbors(s)12

if Dominate( s0; s) and gobjf (s0) • tempobjf and13

gobjf (s0) + h(sstart; s0) • tempobjf + h(sstart; s)
tempdom ¡̂ DOMINATED ;14

break;
rhs(s) ¡̂ [tempobjf ; tempdom];15

procedure ComputeShortestPath()
while U.TopKey() • CalculateKey( sstart) or rhs(sstart) 6= g(sstart)16

s ¡̂ U:Pop() ;17

if g(s) > rhs(s)18

g(s) ¡̂ rhs(s);19

for all s0 2 DominanceNeighbors(s) [ P red(s)20

UpdateVertex( s0) ;21

else22

g(s) ¡̂ [1, NOT DOMINATED];23

for all s0 2 DominanceNeighbors(s) [ P red(s) [ fsg24

UpdateVertex( s0) ;25

procedure Main()
Initialize() ;26

repeat forever27

ComputeShortestPath() ;28

Wait for changes in edge costs ;29

for all directed edges(u; v) with changed edge costs30

Update the edge costc(u; v);31

UpdateVertex( u) ;32

Figure 2: DD* Lite
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Secondly, while it is typically easy to determine the predecessors and successors
of the state from the search graph, retrieving the “dominance neighbors” of a node
may not always be easy or efficient. Although the correctness of the algorithm is not
dependent on identifying all potentially dominated states, the gain in efficiency due
to pruning obviously increases with the number of instances of dominance that are
identified. In general, domain knowledge about potential dominance relations will
need to be exploited to determine how to store states so that retrieving dominance
neighbors is efficient. For example, in the robot exploration domain involving a battery-
powered rover, we specify dominance neighbors to be all states that share the same
spatial dimension, and we store these states in a data structure that enables dominance
neighbors to be accessed efficiently. In addition, implementation strategies can allow
for efficiently stepping through the set of dominance neighbors. For example, in the
exploration domain, we instantiate states only when they are first encountered in the
search so that the list of dominance neighbors of a state is initially small, but grows
as the search progresses. Furthermore, we stop stepping through dominance neighbors
when we encounter one dominating state, so we often do not have to go through the
entire set.

4.2 Theoretical Properties

As captured in the following theorems, detailed proofs of which appear in the appendix,
DD* Lite retains the soundness, completeness and optimality properties of D* Lite.
Additionally, we can prove similar properties concerning its efficiency.

Theorem. ComputeShortestPath() expands a non-dominated state in the space at
most twice; namely once when it is locally underconsistent and once when it is locally
overconsistent (refer to Theorem 12 in Appendix).

Theorem. ComputeShortestPath() expands a dominated state in the space at most
four times; namely at most once when it is underconsistent and not dominated, once
when it is overconsistent and not dominated, once when it is underconsistent and dom-
inated, and once when it is overconsistent and dominated (refer to Theorem 12 in Ap-
pendix).

Theorem. After termination of ComputeShortestPath(), one can follow an optimal
path fromsstart to sgoal by always moving from the current states, starting atsstart,
to any non-dominated successors0 that minimizesc(s; s0) + gobjf (s0) until sgoal is
reached (breaking ties arbitrarily) (refer to Theorem 14 in Appendix).

An informal proof of the first two theorems is based on two observations. First
is the observation that the keys of the states selected for expansion on line 17 of the
algorithm are monotonically nondecreasing over time until ComputeShortestPath() ter-
minates. This implies that once a states is made consistent on line 19, itsrhsobjf

value does not change until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. This is because no
state processed afters has a lower key, and hence a lower objective function value,
thans does, implying that a better path to the goal froms cannot be found.

The second observation is that once a state becomes dominated, it stays domi-
nated until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. Because states are processed in order
of increasing keys, when a dominated states is processed from the priority queue, the
dominating states0 is already consistent.s can becomeNOT DOMINATED again only
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if the gobj value ofs0 increases, which only occurs ifs0 is processed from the priority
queue as an underconsistent state, which in turn does not occur becauses0 is consistent.

Combining these two observations with the fact that the main loop of the algorithm
processes an overconsistent state by making it consistent and an underconsistent state
by making it overconsistent, shows that a state is processed from the priority queue at
most once in each of the four different cases outlined in the second theorem. If the
state is eventually dominated, it may go through all four scenarios. If it is eventually
not dominated, it is processed in at most two of the scenarios.

The third theorem follows from the fact that the ComputeShortestPath() terminates
only when the start statesstart and all states with a lower or equal objective function
value are consistent. At this point, thegobjf andrhsobjf values of all states on the path
to the goal satisfy equation 9, and from the equation, none of therhsobjf values are
based on dominated states.

Formal proofs of these theorems appear in the appendix. The theorems capture the
property that the algorithm correctly finds the optimal path between the start and the
goal, and that dominated states are not included on this path. They also describe the
efficiency of the algorithm: if no states in the space are dominated, the algorithm does
as much work as D* Lite, processing each node at most twice. Dominated states are
processed at most four times. Although DD* Lite potentially does more work per node
than D* Lite, we show in the next section that the performance gains from exploiting
state dominance far outweigh the extra processing required.

5 Simulation Results

We applied DD* Lite to the problem of planning a path for a solar-powered mobile
robot navigating from a start to a goal location in partially known terrain. The robot’s
solar panel charges a battery which in turn powers the wheels. The robot has a finite
battery capacity,MAX BATTERY, and attempts to reach the goal in the shortest amount
of time. This is a path planning problem in three dimensions: each state is parameter-
ized by three variables(x; y; e), wherex andy are the two spatial dimensions, ande
represents the energy required to reach the goal.

The two spatial dimensions,x andy, are represented as a regular grid. Each grid
cell has an associated time and energy cost,ct andce, representing the time and energy
respectively required to cross the cell. Time costs are always positive, but energy costs
may be positive or negative to account for solar charging as well as energy consumption
for locomotion. When the robot transitions from one cell(x1; y1) to a neighboring cell
(x2; y2), the resulting value of the energy variablee2 depends on the starting energye1

and the energy costs of the two cells.
The problem is to plan a path from the start to the goal while optimizing traversal

time and satisfying energy constraints. In this domain, we assert that it is always better
to require less energy to reach the goal. This results in the following definition of
dominace: Two statess1 = (x1; y1; e1) ands2 = (x2; y2; e2) are dominance neighbors
if they are at the same spatial location, that is,x1 = x2 ^ y1 = y2. Furthermore,
s1 dominatess2 if e1 < e2. That is, for a state to dominate another, it must have
a lower energy requirement. In addition, we use dominance to eliminate states that
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are too similar, i.e., that are at the same spatial location and have very close energy
values. We call this type of dominance “resolution equivalency”. This was done to
keep the size of the state space manageable. We used the cost of the 8-connected path
assuming minimum time costs as the focussing heuristic in this domain. This heuristic
is admissible and obeys the triangle inequality.

Figure 3 illustrates a path found by the DD* Lite algorithm. The path is shown
superimposed on the time and energy cost maps. In the time map, darker shading rep-
resents larger time costs. In the energy cost map, clear cells indicate areas where solar
charging more than compensates for the energy requirements of locomotion. Darker
cells indicate areas where this is not the case. The selected path (solid line) opti-
mizes time while satisfying energy constraints. The path that would have been selected
(dashed line), had there been no energy constraints, is also shown.

(a) Time cost map (b) Energy cost map

Figure 3: Example DD* lite plan superimposed on time and energy cost maps.

To characterize the performance of DD* Lite, we planned paths through several
maps of different sizes with random time and energy costs. For each map size, we
planned paths for 10 different random costs fields with the start and goal states at
opposite corners of the map. We compared the planning time with dominance turned
on to that with dominance turned off (except for resolution equivalency). Figure 4(a)
plots the average planning time in seconds on the vertical axis against the size of the
map on the horizontal axis. The experiments were run on a Pentium M 770 2.13 GHz
processor. All maps were square, e.g. 64x64. The figure illustrates that as expected,
exploiting dominance resulted in large improvements in planning time. Figure 4(b)
illustrates a similar comparison for an alternative measure of planning efficiency, that
is, the number of unique states visited in the search.

Since DD* Lite is an incremental search algorithm, the real test is of replanning
efficiency. In our example, as the solar powered robot navigates through some terrain,
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Figure 4: Comparison of planning efficiency with and without dominance

its sensors will discover discrepancies between its environment and its prior model of
the world. For example, the terrain in a given cell could be rougher than previously
estimated, resulting in higher time and/or energy costs, or there could be a greater
exposure to sunlight than previously expected, resulting in lower energy costs. These
observed changes cause the robot to modify its map and replan a new path to its current
location. We compared the efficiency of replanning versus planning from scratch for
this scenario, again using maps of varying sizes with random time and energy costs.
The goal was placed at the corner of the grid, while the start for each run was placed
at a random location within the grid. We planned an initial path to the start location,
made some random changes in the cost field in a 3x3 region at the start location, and
replanned a path. The replanning time and the number of states expanded in the search
were compared to the planning time and number of states expanded when planning a
path from scratch in the new cost field. Figure 5(a) shows the ratio of the total plan-
from-scratch time to the total replanning time for 20 runs with random start locations. It
shows that replanning is generally more efficient than planning from scratch and that,
when expressed as a proportion of plan-from-scratch time, the replanning efficiency
when dominance is exploited is comparable to that when dominance is not exploited.
Figure 5(b) shows similar results for the ratio of the number of states expanded when
planning from scratch to the number of states expanded when replanning. These results
illustrate that DD* Lite maintains the incremental search efficiency of D* Lite.

Although the ratio of plan-from-scratch time to replanning time when dominance is
exploited is comparable to that when dominance is not exploited, exploiting dominance
results in performance gains in absolute terms for re-planning as well as planning.
Figure 6(a) compares the average plan-from-scratch time to the average re-planning
time for 20 runs with random start locations. Figure 6(b) compares the number of states
expanded in the search for the same scenario. Both figures illustrate that exploiting
dominance results in increased efficiency in re-planning and planning.
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Figure 5: Ratio of performance cost of planning from scratch versus replanning, with
and without dominance
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Figure 6: Comparison of efficiency of planning from scratch versus re-planning, with
and without dominance

6 Conclusions

We present DD* Lite, an incremental search algorithm that reasons about state dom-
inance. DD* Lite extends D* Lite to support reasoning about state dominance in a
domain-independent manner. It maintains the algorithmic simplicity and incremental
search capability of D* Lite, whilst enabling orders of magnitude improvements in
search efficiency in large state spaces with dominance. In addition, DD* Lite is sound,
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complete, optimal, and efficient.
An important contribution of the DD* Lite algorithm is that it enables D*Lite-like

incremental search algorithms to be extended into larger state spaces in a manner that
is simple, easy to understand, and efficient. Several interesting classes of problems,
such as the problem of energy and time constrained path planning that motivated this
work, benefit from increasing the feasibility of incremental search in these spaces.
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7 Appendix - Proofs of the Basic Version of DD* Lite

As stated in the following theorems, DD* Lite is sound, complete, optimal and ef-
ficient. Since DD* Lite extends D* Lite, many of the theorems below are similar
to theorems developed by Koenig and Likhachev for D* Lite and in these cases, the
proofs borrow heavily from the D* Lite proofs [9]. The table below can serve as a
quick reference relating the DD* Lite theorems to the D* Lite ones.

DD* Lite
Theorem

Corresponding
D* Lite Theorem
(if any)

Comments

Theorem 1 Theorem 5 The theorems are different because the DD*
Lite version considers dominance.

Theorem 2 Theorem 6 The theorems are the same, but the proof of the
DD* Lite version considers dominance.

Theorem 3 Theorem 7 The theorems are the same and the proofs are
very similar.

Theorem 4 Theorem 8 The DD* Lite version considers dominance, re-
sulting in a slightly different theorem.

Theorem 5 Theorem 9 The theorems are the same, but the proof of the
DD* Lite version considers dominance.

Theorem 6 Theorem 10 The theorems are the same, but the proof of the
DD* Lite version considers dominance.

Theorem 7 Theorem 11 The theorem and proof is almost exactly the
same in both versions.

Theorem 8 Theorem 12 The theorems are different because the DD*
Lite version considers dominance.

Theorem 9 – No correspondence
Theorem 10 Theorem 12 The DD* Lite Theorems 8 and 10 together

roughly correspond to Theorem 12 of D* Lite.
Theorem 11 – No correspondence
Theorem 12 Theorem 14 The theorems are different because the DD*

Lite version considers dominance.
Theorem 13 Theorem 15 The DD* Lite version is very similar to the D*

Lite version but considers dominance.
Theorem 14 Theorems 16 &

17
The DD* Lite version is very similar to the D*
Lite version but considers dominance.

Theorem 1. Therhs-values of all verticesu 2 S always satisfy the following rela-
tionship:

rhs(u) = [rhsobjf (u); rhsdom(u)] (8)

rhsobjf (u) =

‰
0 if u = sgoal

mins02F (c(u; s0) + gobfj(s0)) otherwise
(9)
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rhsdom(u) =

‰
NOT DOMINATED if D(u) = ;
DOMINATED otherwise

(10)

where:

F (u) = fs0 : s0 2 Succ(u) ^ gdom(s0) =NOT DOMINATED g (11)

D(u) = fs0 : s0 2 DominanceNeighbors(u) ^ Dominate(s0; u) ^ (gobjf (s0) < 1
^(gobjf (s0) • rhsobjf (u)) ^ (gobjf (s0) + h(sstart; s0) • rhsobjf (u) + h(sstart; u))g(12)

Proof. The rhs-values set by Initialize() satisfy this relationship. Therhsobjf and
rhsdom values of the equations can change for a vertex when the cost of an outgoing
arc changes, or when theg values of its forward neighbors (successors) or dominance
neighbors change. This can happen on lines 19, 23, and 31. In all these cases, Up-
dateVertex() is called on the potentially affected nodes, ensuring that therhs values
continue to satisfy the relationship.

Theorem 2. The priority queue contains exactly the locally inconsistent vertices every
time line 16 is executed.

Proof. In Initialize(), the priority queue is initialized to contain exactly the locally
inconsistent vertices. Thereafter, the local consistency of a vertex can change when its
g-value or itsrhs value changes. This can happen on lines 19, 23, or 15.

When a vertex is being expanded, line 17 removes the vertex from the open list.
If the node is overconsistent, line 19 then makes the node consistent, and the node
correctly remains off the open list.

In all other cases where theg or rhs values can change, UpdateVertex() removes
the vertex from the open list if it is on the open list (line 7). It then inserts the vertex
into the open list only if it is inconsistent (line 8).

Thus, the priority queue contains exactly the locally inconsistent vertices every time
line 16 is executed.

Theorem 3. The priority of each vertexu 2 U is equal tok(u)

Proof. Whenever a vertex is inserted into the open list, its priority is set equal to its
key. The key can change when either itsg-value or itsrhs-value changes. This can
occur on lines 19, 23, and 15.

On line 19, theg value is changed, but the vertex is not on the open list. On line 23,
theg value is changed, but UpdateVertex() is called immediately afterwards. UpdateV-
ertex() removes the vertex from the priority queue and reinserts it if it is inconsistent,
using a priority equal to its recalculated key. On line 15, therhs value may change.
This occurs in the ComputeRHS() function which is called from UpdateVertex(). After
calling this function, UpdateVertex() removes the vertex from the priority queue and
reinserts it if it is inconsistent, using a priority equal to its recalculated key. As such,
the theorem continues to hold.
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Theorem 4. Assume that vertexu has keykb(u)(u) and is selected for expansion on
line 17. If vertexv is locally consistent at this point in time but locally inconsistent the
next time line 16 is executed, then the new keyka(u)(v) of vertexv satisfieska(u)(v) >
kb(u)(u) the next time line 17 is executed ifv is a backward neighbor (predecessor) of
u andka(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u) otherwise (i.e.,v is only a dominance neighbor ofu).

Proof. Assume that vertexu has keykb(u)(u) and is selected for expansion on line 17.
Vertexv is locally consistent at this point in time but locally inconsistent the next time
line 16 is executed.

The local consistency of a vertex changes when itsg or rhs values change. The
g value of vertexv does not change in ComputeShortestPath(), because the only node
whoseg value changes isu, andv 6= u. Therhs value of a vertex can change when
the cost of an outgoing edge changes, or theg value of one of its forward or dom-
inance neighbors changes. However, the costs of outgoing edges do not change in
ComputeShortestPath(). As such, if the local consistency of vertexv changes, it means
that itsrhs value changed and hencev is a dominance neighbor ofu, a backward neigh-
bor (predecessor) ofu, or both. We will consider these cases separately. Each case has
two sub-cases, corresponding tou being overconsistent andu being underconsistent.

Case 1: v is a dominance neighbor ofu, but not a backward neighbor.
Sub-Case 1a:u was overconsistent. This means thatgb(u)(u) > rhsb(u)(u),

which is equivalent to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) > rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) =
rhsobjf b(u)(u)^gdom b(u)(u) > rhsdom b(u)(u). The vertex is made consistent on line
19 and subsequently, we havega(u)(u) = rhsa(u)(u) = rhsb(u)(u). Sincev is only a
dominance neighbor ofu and is not a predecessor, itsrhsobjf is unaffected by changes
to u (per Equation 9). As such,v can only become inconsistent as a result of changes to
its rhsdom value due to a change ingobjf (u). Specifically, sinceu was overconsistent,
gobjf (u) has reduced, andv may now be dominated byu. Suppose thatv was pre-
viously not dominated (rhsdom(v) =NOT DOMINATED) and thatu now dominatesv.
This implies thatu was also not dominated since any state that dominatesu would also
dominatev. Further,rhsdom(v) now changes fromNOT DOMINATED to DOMINATED.
If this happens,v now becomes inconsistent and is put onto the open list with a key
equal to [min(ga(u)(v), rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v), rhsa(u)(v))]. The
key can also be written as [ga(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); ga(u)(v)] becausegobjf a(u)(v) =
rhsobjf a(u) (sincev was previously consistent and itsrhsobjf value did not change)
andgdom a(u)(v) < rhsdom a(u) (sincerhsdom(v) increased fromNOT DOMINATED

to DOMINATED). Now, sinceu dominatesv, we know from the definition of domi-
nance (Equations 10 and 12) thatgobjf a(u)(u) • rhsobjf a(u)(v) = gobjf a(u)(v) and
gobjf a(u)(u)+h(sstart; u) • rhsobjf a(u)(v)+h(sstart; v) = ga(u)(v)+h(sstart; v).
Thus,ka(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u), and the theorem holds for this sub-case.

More concisely,

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

= [ga(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); ga(u)(v)]

= [[gobjf a(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; v); [ga(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [[rhsobjf a(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; v); [rhsa(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED]]

‚ [[gobjf a(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; u); [gobjf a(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED]]
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= [[rhsobjf a(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; u); [rhsobjf a(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [[rhsobjf b(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; u); [rhsobjf b(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [rhsb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); rhsb(u)(u)]

= kb(u)(u)

Sub-case 1b:u was underconsistent. This means thatgb(u)(u) < rhsb(u)(u),
which is equivalent to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) < rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) =
rhsobjf b(u)(u) ^ gdom b(u)(u) < rhsdom b(u)(u). After line 23, we haveg(u) = [1,
DOMINATED]. Sincev is only a dominance neighbor ofu, its rhsobjf is unaffected
by changes tou. As such,v can only become inconsistent as a result of changes to
its rhsdom value due to a change ingobjf (u). Specifically, ifv was previously domi-
nated by onlyu, rhsdom(v) may change fromDOMINATED to NOT DOMINATED, since
gobjf (u) has increased.v now becomes inconsistent and is put onto the open list with
a key equal to [min(ga(u)(v), rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v), rhsa(u)(v))].
The key can also be written as [rhsa(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); rhsa(u)(v)] becausegobjf a(u)(v) =
rhsobjf a(u) (sincev was previously consistent and itsrhsobjf value did not change)
and gdom a(u)(v) > rhsdom a(u) (sincerhsdom(v) decreased fromDOMINATED to
NOT DOMINATED). Now, sinceu previously dominatedv, we know thatgobjf b(u)(u) •
rhsobjf b(u)(v). And sincev is no longer dominated, we know thatu was the only
node that dominatedv, which means that it must have been itself not dominated:
gdom(u) =NOT DOMINATED. Furthermore, sinceu was underconsistent,kb(u)(u) =
[min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))] = [gb(u)(u) +
h(sstart; v); gb(u)(u)], and soka(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u), and the theorem holds for this sub-
case.

More concisely,

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

= [rhsa(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); rhsa(u)(v)]

= [[rhsobjf a(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; v); [rhsa(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [[rhsobjf b(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; v); [rhsb(u)(v); NOT DOMINATED]]

‚ [[gobjf b(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED] + h(sstart; u); [gobjf b(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [gb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); gb(u)(u)]

= kb(u)(u)

Case 2: v is a backward neighbor (predecessor) ofu (and may also be a dominance
neighbor ofu)

Sub-Case 2a:u was overconsistent. This means thatgb(u)(u) > rhsb(u)(u),
which is equivalent to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) > rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) =
rhsobjf b(u)(u)^gdom b(u)(u) > rhsdom b(u)(u). In addition,kb(u)(u) = [min(gb(u)(u),
rhsb(u)(u))+h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u), rhsb(u)(u))] = [rhsb(u)(u)+h(sstart; u); rhsb(u)(u)].
After line 19, we havega(u)(u) = rhsa(u)(u) = rhsb(u)(u). Sincev is a backward
neighbor (predecessor) ofu, rhsobjf (v) may be affected by the reduction ing(u), but
only if gdom a(u)(u)=NOT DOMINATED andgobjf a(u)(u)+c(v; u) < rhsobjf b(u)(v).
If this is the case, thenrhsobjf a(u)(v) = gobjf a(u)(u)+ c(v; u). Note thatrhsdom(v)
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may now decrease fromDOMINATED to NOT DOMINATED if v was previously dom-
inated by another statex with rhsobjf a(u)(v) < gobjf (x) < rhsobjf b(u)(v). Fur-
thermore, ifu and v are also dominance neighbors, it is possible foru to domi-
natev, which would makerhsdom a(u)(v) =DOMINATED. Whether or notrhsdom

changes,rhsa(u)(v) < ga(u)(v) and v goes back onto the open list with a key of
ka(u)(v) = [[rhsobfj a(u)(v); rhsdom(v)]+h(sstart; v); [rhsobfj a(u)(v); rhsdom(v)]]
= [[gobjf a(u)(u)+c(v; u); rhsdom(v)]+h(sstart; v); [gobjf a(u)(u)+c(v; u); rhsdom(v)]].
Sincec(v; u) > 0 andc(v; u)+h(sstart; v) ‚ h(sstart; u) (by the triangle inequality),
thenka(u)(v) > kb(u)(u) and the theorem holds for this sub-case.

More concisely,

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

= [rhsa(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); rhsa(u)(v)]

= [[gobjf a(u)(u) + c(v; u) + h(sstart; v); rhsdom a(u)(v)]; [gobjf a(u)(u) + c(v; u); rhsdom a(u)(v)]]

> [[gobjf a(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); NOT DOMINATED]; [gobjf a(u)(u); NOT DOMINATED]]

= [ga(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); ga(u)(u)]

= [rhsb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); rhsb(u)(u)]

= kb(u)(u)

Sub-Case 2b:u was underconsistent. This means thatgb(u)(u) < rhsb(u)(u),
which is equivalent to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) < rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) =
rhsobjf b(u)(u) ^ gdom b(u)(u) < rhsdom b(u)(u). Thus,kb(u)(u) = [gobjf b(u)(u) +
h(sstart; u); gobjf b(u)(u)]. After line 23, we haveg(u) = [1, DOMINATED]. Sincev
is a backward neighbor ofu, rhsobjf (v) may be affected by the increase ing(u), but
only if rhsobjf (v) was previously computed fromgobjf (u), that is, only ifrhsobjf b(u)(v) =
gobjf b(u)(u)+c(v; u) = mins02F (u)(c(u; s0)+gobfj(s0)) andgdom b(u)(u)=NOT DOMINATED.
In this case,rhsobjf (v) increases. Note thatrhsdom(v) may now increase fromNOT DOMINATED

to DOMINATED if v is now dominated by another statex with rhsobjf b(u)(v) <
gobjf (x) < rhsobjf a(u)(v). On the other hand,rhsdom(v) may also decrease from
DOMINATED to NOT DOMINATED if it was previously dominated by onlyu. Whether
or not rhsdom changes,ga(u)(v) < rhsa(u)(v) andv is put on the open list with a
key of [ga(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); ga(u)(v)]. Sincerhsobjf b(u)(v) was computed from
gobjf b(u)(u), andv was consistent,gobjf a(u)(v) = gobjf b(u)(v) = rhsobjf b(u)(v) >
gobjf b(u)(u). Thus, whenv is put back on the open list, its key is strictly greater than
kb(u)(u) and the theorem holds for this sub-case.

More concisely,

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

= [ga(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); ga(u)(v)]

= [gb(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); gb(u)(v)]

= [rhsb(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); grhs(u)(v)]

> [gb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); gb(u)(u)]

= kb(u)(u)
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Theorem 5. If a locally overconsistent vertexu with keykb(u)(u) is selected for ex-
pansion on line 17, then it is locally consistent the next time line 16 is executed and its
new keyka(u)(u) satisfieska(u)(u) = kb(u)(u).

Proof. Assume the vertexu selected for expansion on line 17 is overconsistent. This
means thatgb(u)(u) > rhsb(u)(u), which is equivalent to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) >
rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) = rhsobjf b(u)(u) ^ gdom b(u)(u) > rhsdom b(u)(u).
On line 19,g(u) is set equal torhs(u) and it becomes consistent. It remains con-
sistent unlessrhs(u) is changed by a call to UpdateVertex() ifu is a dominance
neighbor or backward neighbor of itself. However, even a call to UpdateVertex()
does not change its rhs-value, andu remains consistent. First, consider therhsdom

value. By our definition of dominance, a state cannot dominate itself, therefore the
setD(s) of dominating states identified in the definition of the rhs value is the same
before and afteru is expanded and sorhsdom(u) does not change. Next, consider
the rhsobjf value. rhsobjf (u) = c(u; w) + gobjfb(u)(w) for some statew 6= u.
(Otherwise,rhsobjf (u) = c(u; u) + gobjfb(u)(u) > gobjfb(u)(u) which would be a
contradiction to the fact thatu is overconsistent). Now,rhsobjf (u) will only change
if its value can be reduced by usinggobjfa(u)(u) instead ofgobjfa(u)(w) (and only
if gdoma(u)(u) =NOT DOMINATED). However,gobjfa(u)(u) = rhsobjfb(u)(u) so
c(u; u)+gobjfa(u)(u) = c(u; u)+rhsobjfb(u)(u) > rhsobjfb(u)(u) and sorhsobjf (u)
cannot be reduced and does not change. Thus, the new key ofu is as follows:

ka(u)(u) = [min(ga(u)(u); rhsa(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(ga(u)(u); rhsa(u)(u))]

= [rhsa(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); rhsa(u)(u)]

= [rhsb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); rhsb(u)(u)]

= [min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))]

= kb(u)(u)

Theorem 6. Assume that vertexu has keykb(u)(u) and is selected for expansion on
line 17. If vertex v is locally inconsistent at this point in time and remains locally
inconsistent the next time line 16 is executed, then the new keyka(u)(v) of vertexv
satisfieska(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u) the next time line 16 is executed.

Proof. Assume that vertexu has keykb(u)(u) and is selected for expansion on line 17.
Vertex v is locally inconsistent at this point in time and remains locally inconsistent
the next time line 16 is executed. Since vertexu is expanded instead ofv, it holds that
kb(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u). We consider four cases:

Case 1:v’s key does not change. Thus,ka(u)(v) = kb(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u) and the
theorem holds for this case.

Case 2: v’s key changes, andv = u. Since vertexv = u remains locally in-
consistent, it could not have been overconsistent (according to Theorem 5). As such,
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vertexv = u was locally underconsistent (rhsb(u)(u) > gb(u)(u)) and furthermore,
gb(u)(u) • [1, NOT DOMINATED] because it cannot be underconsistent otherwise.
g(u) is set to [1, DOMINATED] on line 23, and as suchga(u) ‚ gb(u). When Updat-
eVertex() is called,rhsobjf (u) can change ifu is a backward neighbor of itself, but it
is guaranteed not to decrease sincegobjf (u) does not decrease. Similarly,rhsdom(u)
is also guaranteed not to decrease becauserhsobjf (u) does not decrease. As such,

ka(u)(v) = ka(u)(u)

= [min(ga(u)(u); rhsa(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(ga(u)(u); rhsa(u)(u))]

‚ [min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))]

= kb(u)(u)

Case 3:v’s key changes,v 6= u, and vertexu was locally overconsistent.
Becauseu was locally overconsistent,gb(u)(u) > rhsb(u)(u) = ga(u)(u). Further-

more, sincev 6= u, v’s g-value does not change andga(u)(v) = gb(u)(v). As such, for
v’s key to change, its rhs-value must change, which will only happen ifv is a backward
neighbor (predecessor) and/or dominance neighbor ofu. The decrease ing(u) on line
19 can affectrhs(v) in one of two situations: (i), ifv is a backward neighbor ofu,
gdom a(u)(u) =NOT DOMINATED andrhsobjf a(u)(v) = c(v; u) + gobjf a(u)(u) =
c(v; u) + rhsobjf a(u)(u) = c(v; u) + rhsobjf b(u)(u) and (ii), if situation (i) does not
hold butv is a dominance neighbor ofu, rhsdom b(u)(v) =NOT DOMINATED andu
now dominatesv, causingrhsdom a(u)(v) to beDOMINATED.

For situation (i), we haverhsobjf a(u)(v) ‚ rhsobjf b(u)(u) andrhsdom b(u)(u) =NOT DOMINATED.
As such,rhsa(u)(v) ‚ rhsb(u)(u) = min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)). Furthermore,rhsobjf a(u)(v)+
h(sstart; v) = c(v; u)+rhsobjf b(u)(u)+h(sstart; v) ‚ rhsobjf b(u)(u)+h(sstart; u)
(using the fact thath(sstart; v) + c(v; u) ‚ h(sstart; u) since the heuristics obey the
triangle inequality). As suchrhsa(u)(v) + h(sstart; v) ‚ rhsb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u) =
min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u).

Thus:
[rhsa(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); rhsa(u)(v)]

‚ [min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))]

= kb(u)(u) (13)

Furthermore,
[ga(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); ga(u)(v)]

= [gb(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); gb(u)(v)]

‚ [min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v))]

= kb(u)(v)

‚ kb(u)(u) (14)

Following from inequalities 13 and 14, we have:

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

‚ kb(u)(u)
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For situation (ii), we haverhsdom a(u)(v) ‚ rhsdom b(u)(v) andrhsobjf a(u)(v) =
rhsobjf b(u)(v) and sorhsa(u)(v) ‚ rhsb(u)(v). Combining this with the fact that
ga(u)(v) = gb(u)(v), we have:

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

‚ [min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v))]

= kb(u)(v)

‚ kb(u)(u)

Case 4:The key of vertexv changes,v 6= u, and vertexu was locally undercon-
sistent.

Becauseu was locally underconsistent,gb(u)(u) < rhsb(u)(u), which is equivalent
to saying thatgobjf b(u)(u) < rhsobjf b(u)(u) or gobjf b(u)(u) = rhsobjf b(u)(u) ^
gdom b(u)(u) < rhsdom b(u)(u). Becausev 6= u, we know that the g-value ofv does
not change andgb(u)(v) = ga(u)(v). As such, the change in the key ofv must be
due to a change in its rhs-value as a result of the change ing(u) on line 23 where
ga(u)(u) = [1, DOMINATED]. This change can affect the rhs-value ofv in one of two
situations: (i) ifv is a backward neighbor ofu andgdom b(u)(u) =NOT DOMINATED,
andrhsobjf b(u)(v) = c(v; u) + gobjf b(u)(u), or (ii) v is a dominance neighbor ofu
andv was previously dominated by onlyu (rhsdom b(u)(v) =DOMINATED) andv is
not longer dominated byu because of the increase ingobjf (u).

In situation (i),rhsobjf (v) is guaranteed not to decrease, sincegobjf (v) is increased
to 1. Thusrhsobjf a(u)(v) ‚ rhsobjf b(u)(v). If rhsobjf a(u)(v) > rhsobjf b(u)(v),
thenrhsa(u)(v) ‚ rhsb(u)(v) regardless of the values ofrhsdom a(u)(v) andrhsdom b(u)(v).
This also holds ifrhsobjf a(u)(v) = rhsobjf b(u)(v) and (rhsdom a(u) =DOMINATED

orrhsdom b(u)(v) =NOT DOMINATED). If, however,rhsobjf a(u)(v) = rhsobjf b(u)(v)
and(rhsdom a(u) =NOT DOMINATED andrhsdom b(u)(v) =DOMINATED) this implies
thatv is also a dominance neighbor ofu, was dominated by onlyu, and is no longer
dominated byu due to the increase ingobjf (u). In this case, we need to consider
situation (ii). Temporarily ignoring situation (ii), we have for situation (i):

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

‚ [min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v))]

= kb(u)(v)

‚ kb(u)(u)

In situation (ii),rhsobjf a(u)(v) = rhsobjf b(u)(v) andrhsdom a(u)(v) =NOT DOMINATED

< rhsdom b(u) = DOMINATED, implying thatrhsa(u)(v) < rhsb(u)(v). However,
sincev was previously dominated by onlyu, we know thatrhsobjf b(u)(v) = rhsobjf a(u)(v) ‚
gobfj b(u)(u) andgdom b(u)(u) =NOT DOMINATED. As such,rhsa(u)(v) ‚ gb(u)(u).

Furthermore, we know that becauseu was underconsistent,kb(u)(u) = [min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))+
h(sstart; u); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))] = [gb(u)(u)+h(sstart; u); gb(u)(u)]. We know
further thatkb(u)(v) = [min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v))+h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(v); rhsb(u)(v))] ‚
kb(u)(u) becauseu was popped off the open list beforev. As such,
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gb(u)(v) + h(sstart; v) = [gobjf b(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); gdom b(u)(v)]

‚ gb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u)

= [gobjf b(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); NOT DOMINATED] (15)

and

rhsb(u)(v) + h(sstart; v) = [rhsobjf b(u)(v) + h(sstart; v); DOMINATED]

‚ gb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u)

= [gobjf b(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); NOT DOMINATED](16)

From inequality 16, we have:rhsobjf a(u)(v) + h(sstart; v) = rhsobjf b(u)(v) +
h(sstart; v) ‚ gobjf b(u)(u) + h(sstart; u). Putting this all together, we have:

ka(u)(v) = [min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(ga(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

= [min(gb(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v)) + h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(v); rhsa(u)(v))]

‚ [gb(u)(u) + h(sstart; u); gb(u)(u)]

= [min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u)) + h(sstart; v); min(gb(u)(u); rhsb(u)(u))]

= kb(u)(u)

Theorem 7. The keys of the vertices that are selected for expansion on line 17 are
monotonically nondecreasing over time until ComputeShortestPath() terminates.

Proof. Assume a vertexu is selected for expansion on line 17. When it is selected for
expansion, its keykb(u)(u) is the smallest of the set of all vertices on the open list,
which is the same as the set of all inconsistent vertices according to Theorem 2. If a
locally consistent vertexv becomes inconsistent as a result of this expansion, it is put
on the open list with a keyka(u)(v) ‚ kb(u)(u) according to Theorem 4. If a locally
inconsistent vertexv remains inconsistent after this expansion, its key on the open list
is at least as large askb(u)(u) according to Theorem 6. As such, the next vertexw to
be expanded will have a key at least as large askb(u)(u).

Theorem 8. Letk = U:TopKey() during the execution of line 16. If vertexu is locally
consistent at this point in time withk(u) • k, then it itsrhsobjf value does not change
until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. Furthermore, ifk(u) < k, then neither its
rhsobjf value nor itsrhsdom value changes and it will hence remain consistent until
ComputeShortestPath() terminates.
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Proof. We will prove by contradiction that the Theorem holds.
Assume that vertexu is consistent, that is,g(u) = rhs(u). Assume also that

k(u) • k = U:TopKey(). Suppose thatrhsobjf (u) subsequently changes during the
expansion of some vertexv. We know thatkb(v)(u) • kb(v)(v) sincev is processed af-
teru. Also,kb(v)(u) = [min(gb(v)(u); rhsb(v)(u))+h(sstart; u); min(gb(v)(u); rhsb(v)(u))] =
[gb(v)(u) + h(sstart; u); gb(v)(u)] sinceu is locally consistent. By the definitions of
rhs-values (equations 8-12),rhsobjf (u) can change during the expansion ofv only if u
is a backward neighbor (predecessor) ofv. Whetherrhsobjf (u) increases or decreases,
we havega(v)(u) = gb(v)(u) and as such,ka(v)(u) = [min(ga(v)(u); rhsa(v)(u)) +
h(sstart; u); min(ga(v)(u); rhsa(v)(u))] • [gb(v)(u)+h(sstart; u); gb(v)(u)] = kb(v)(u) <
kb(v)(v). That is, the new key ofu is no greater than its previous key, which is itself
no greater than the key ofv. However, according to Theorem 4, ifu is a backward
neighbor ofv and becomes inconsistent during the expansion ofv, its new key should
be strictly greater than that ofv, which is a contradiction. As such, the first part of the
theorem holds.

Now, to prove the second part of the theorem, assume again thatu is consistent,
that is,g(u) = rhs(u). Also also thatk(u) < k = U:TopKey(). Supposerhsdom(u)
subsequently changes during the expansion of some vertexv. Becausev is expanded
off the open list, we know thatk • k(v). As such,kb(v)(u) < kb(v)(v). As in
the proof for the first part of the theorem, we know that whetherrhs(u) increases or
decreases, its new key,ka(v)(u) is no greater than its previous key,kb(v)(u) and as
such,ka(v)(u) < kb(v)(v). However, by Theorem 4, ifu becomes inconsistent during
the expansion ofv its new key should be at least as large as that ofv, which is a
contradiction. This proves the second part of the theorem.

Theorem 9. Assume that vertexu has keyk(u) and is selected for expansion on line
17. Assume that there exists some vertexv at this point in time withk(v) • k(u). If,
during the expansion ofu, rhsdom(v) becomesDOMINATED, thenrhsdom(v) remains
DOMINATED until ComputeShortestPath() terminates.

Proof. For rhsdom(v) to becomeDOMINATED during the expansion ofu, u would
have to dominatev according to the domain definition of dominance, andgobjf (u)
would have to decrease such that it becomes less than or equal torhsobjf (v). Thus,u
must be overconsistent. It is made consistent on line 19, and at this point,gobjf a(u)(u) =
rhsobjf a(u)(u) = rhsobjf b(u)(u). Subsequently, a necessary requirement forrhsdom(v)
to change from beingDOMINATED to NOT DOMINATEDs would be forgobjf (u) to in-
crease orrhsobjf (v) to decrease.

In the first case,gobjf (u) can increase only ifu is underconsistent.u can become
underconsistent if itsrhsobjf value increases and/or itsrhsdom value increases. Ac-
cording to Theorem 8, therhsobjf does not change until ComputeShortestPath() termi-
nates. Furthermore, itsrhsdom value can only increase by changing fromNOT DOMINATED

to DOMINATED. For rhsdom(u) to becomeDOMINATED, there must be another state,
w, that dominatesu. However, any vertex that dominatesu also dominatesv. As such,
v would also be dominated byw andrhsdom(v) would remainDOMINATED.
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In the second case,rhsobjf (v) can only decrease if a statew is later selected for ex-
pansion such thatv is a backward neighbor ofw andgdom a(w)(w) =NOT DOMINATED

andc(v; w) + gobjf a(w)(w) < rhsobjf b(w)(v). However, if such a state exsists, it
would be true thatk(w) < k(v) • k(u) and by Theorem 7, such a state would
have been processed for expansion beforev andu. As such, such a state cannot be
processed afteru andrhsdom(v) remainsDOMINATED until ComputeShortestPath()
terminates.

Theorem 10. Let k = U:TopKey() during the execution of line 16. If vertexu is
locally consistent at this point in time withk(u) < k, it remains locally consistent
until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. Also, if a vertexu0 is locally consistent and
dominated at this point in time withk(u0) • k, then it remains locally consistent and
dominated until ComputeShortestPath() terminates.

Proof. If a state is locally consistent, it can become inconsistent only if itsrhs-value
changes. According to Theorem 8, ifu is locally consistent withk(u) < k, then
neither itsrhsobjf value nor itsrhsdom value will change until ComputeShortest-
Path terminates. As such,u remains locally consistent until ComputeShortestPath()
terminates, proving the first part of the theorem. Also according to Theorem 8, if
u0 is locally consistent withk(u0) • k, then itsrhsobjf (u) will not change until
ComputeShortestPath() terminates. Furthermore, according to Theorem 9, ifu0 is
dominated,rhsdom(u0) will not change until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. As
such,u0 remains locally consistent and dominated until ComputeShortestPath() termi-
nates.

Theorem 11. Let k = U:TopKey() during the execution of line 16. If vertexu is
locally consistent at this point in time withk(u) • k, but later becomes inconsistent,
then it becomes underconsistent withgobjf = rhsobjf , gdom =NOT DOMINATED and
rhsdom = DOMINATED.

Proof. A consistent vertex can become inconsistent as a result of a change in either
its rhsobjf or rhsdom values. According to Theorem 8, once a vertex becomes con-
sistent, itsrhsobjf does not change until ComputeShortestPath() terminates. Thus, if
a consistent vertex becomes inconsistent, it is due to a change in itsrhsdom value:
gobjf = rhsobjf and gdom 6= rhsdom. According to Theorem 10, ifu is domi-
nated, it stays dominated. Thus, ifu becomes inconsistent,gdom 6=DOMINATED. Thus,
gdom =NOT DOMINATED. Now, whenu becomes inconsistent,gdom 6= rhsdom and
gdom =NOT DOMINATED. Thus,rhsdom = DOMINATED and the theorem holds.
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Theorem 12. If line 16 is changed to “while U is not empty”, then ComputestShortest-
Path() expands each vertex at most four times; namely at most once when it locally un-
derconsistent and not dominated, once when it locally underconsistent and dominated,
once when it is locally overconsistent and not dominated, and once when it locally
overconsistent and dominated. Thegobjf values of all vertices after termination equal
their respective goal distances.

Proof. Assume that line 16 is changed to “while U is not empty”. Then, ComputeShort-
estPath() terminates when all vertices are locally consistent. When a locally overcon-
sistent vertex is selected for expansion, it becomes locally consistent. If it is domi-
nated, it remains locally consistent and dominated according to Theorem 10 and is not
expanded again. If it is not dominated, it remains locally consistent unless itsrhsdom

value becomesDOMINATED, according to Theorem 11, at which point it becomes un-
derconsistent. When a locally underconsistent vertex is selected for expansion, it is
made overconsistent by setting itsgobjf to 1 and itsgdom value toDOMINATED.

Thus, these are the possibilities scenarios for the transitions of a vertex off and on
the open list. Transitions off the open list (node expansions on line 17) are indicated
by expanded!, and transitions back onto the list (open list inserts on line 8) following
updates are indicated byupdated99K.

1. If the vertex is eventually dominated

(a) (overconsisent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! (consistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED)

(b) (overconsisent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded!
(consistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) updated99K
(underconsistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! updated99K
(overconsistent,rhsdom =rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! (consis-
tent,rhsdom =DOMINATED)

(c) (underconsistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! updated99K
(overconsistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! (consistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED)

(d) (underconsistent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded! updated99K
(overconsisent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded!
(consistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) updated99K
(underconsistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! updated99K
(overconsistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED) expanded! (consistent,rhsdom =DOMINATED)

2. If the vertex is not eventually not dominated

(a) (overconsistent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded! (consistent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED)

(b) (underconsistent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded! updated99K
(overconsisent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED) expanded! (consistent,rhsdom =NOT DOMINATED)

Thus, if the vertex is eventually not dominated, it is expanded at most twice: once
when it is underconsistent and once when it is overconsistent. If the vertex is eventually
dominated, it is expanded at most 4 times.

When all vertices are locally consistent, theng(s) = rhs(s) = 0 if s = sgoal and
g(s) = mins02Succ(u);gdom(s0)=NOT DOMINATED(c(u; s0)+gobfj(s0)) otherwise. Thus, the
gobjf values satisfy the definition of the goal distances and thus equal them.
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Theorem 13. Let k = U:TopKey() during the execution of line 16. If vertexu is
locally consistent at this point in time withk(u) < k, then thegobjf value of stateu
equals its minimax goal distance and one can follow a shortest path fromu to sgoal by
always moving from the current vertexs, starting atu, to any forward neighbors0 that
minimizesc(s; s0) + gobjf (s0) until sgoal is reached (ties can be broken arbitrarily).

Proof. If U is empty, then the theorem follows from Theorem 14. Thus, we assume
that U is not empty. Sinceu is locally consistent during the execution of line 16,
g(u) = rhs(u).

We first show by contradiction thatg(u) < [1;NOT DOMINATED] ) gobjf (u) <
1. Assume first thatg(u) = [1;DOMINATED] > [1;NOT DOMINATED]. Sinceu
is consistent,g(u) = rhs(u) = [1;DOMINATED]. However, there is no keyk such
that k(u) < k, which is a contradiction of the assumption thatU is not empty and
that k(u) < k = U:TopKey(). Assume then thatg(u) = [1;NOT DOMINATED].
Then, sinceu is consistent,g(u) = rhs(u) = [1;NOT DOMINATED]. Thus, k =
[[1;DOMINATED],[1,DOMINATED]] sincek(u) < k. Let v be a locally inconsistent
vertex with keyk. Such a vertex exists since we assume thatU is not empty. Then,
g(v) = rhs(v) = [1;DOMINATED]. Thus, vertexv must be locally consistent, which
is a contradiction. Consequently, it holds thatg(u) < [1;NOT DOMINATED].

If u = sgoal, theng(u) = rhs(u) = 0 since vertexu is locally consistent and
rhs(u) = 0 by definition. Thus,g(u) equals its goal distance and one can trivially
follow a shortest path fromu to sgoal by starting atu and moving to any successor
s0 that minimizesc(s; s0) + gobjf (s0) until sgoal is reached. Thus, we assume that
u 6= sgoal.

Let w be a non-dominated forward neighbor (successor) of vertexu that minimizes
c(u; w) + g(w). Then, by the definition ofrhs-values,gobjf (u) = rhsobjf (u) =
mins02Succ(u);gdom(s0)=NOT DOMINATED(c(u; s0)+gobfj(s0)) = c(u; w)+gobfj(w). Thus
gobjf (w) < gobjf (u) < 1 and, becausegdom(w)=NOT DOMINATED, it follows that
g(w) < g(u). Furthermore,h(sstart; w) • h(sstart; u) + c(u; w) (because heuris-
tics obey the triangle inequality), implying thatgobjf (w) + h(sstart; w) • gobjf (w) +
h(sstart; u)+c(u; w) = gobjf (u)+h(sstart; u). Again becausegdom(w)=NOT DOMINATED,
we can say thatg(w) + h(sstart; w) • g(u) + h(sstart; u). Thus:

k(w) = [min(g(w); rhs(w)) + h(sstart; w); min(g(w); rhs(w))]

• [g(w) + h(sstart; w); g(w)]

< [g(u) + h(sstart; u); g(u)]

= [min(g(u); rhs(u)) + h(sstart; u); min(g(u); rhs(u))]

= k(u)

< k

As such,k(w) < k(u) < k which means thatw must be locally consistent dur-
ing the execution of 16. Furthermore, because their keys are strictly less than the
smallest key of any locally inconsistent vertex, Theorem 10 implies that bothu and
w remain consistent until the termination of ComputeShortestPath(), even if line 16 is
changed to “whileU is not empty”. Furthermore, according to Theorem 12,gobjf (u)
and rhsobjf (w) equal their respective goal distances after termination if line 16 is
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changed to “whileU is not empty”. Thus,gobjf (u) and rhsobjf (w) must already
equal their goal distances at the execution of line 16 whenk(w) < k(u) < k.

If the goal distance ofu is represented asgd(u), thengd(u) = c(u; w) + gd(w).
Thus, moving from vertexu to any non-dominated vertexw that minimizesc(u; w) +
g(w) is the beginning of a shortest path fromu to sgoal. This property can be repeatedly
applied to show that one can follow a shortest path fromu to sgoal by always moving
from the current vertexs, starting atu, to any forward neighbors0 that minimizes
c(s; s0) + gobjf (s0) until sgoal is reached

Theorem 14. ComputeShortestPath() expands a vertex at most four times; namely at
most once when it is locally underconsistent and not dominated, once when it is locally
underconsistent and dominated, once when it is locally overconsistent and not domi-
nated, and once when it is locally overconsistent and dominated. After termination,
one can follow a shortest path fromsstart to sgoal by always moving from the current
vertexs, starting atsstart, to any successors0 that minimizesc(s; s0) + gobjf (s0) until
sgoal is reached (ties can be broken arbitrarily).

Proof. According to Theorem 12, ComputeShortestPath() terminates after it has ex-
panded every vertex at most four times if line 16 is changed to “whileU is not empty”.
Even if line 16 is not changed, it will still terminate at least whenU is empty because
in this caseU .TopKey() returns [[1,DOMINATED], [1,DOMINATED]] > k(sstart) be-
causerhs(sstart) = g(sstart) •[1,NOT DOMINATED] since all vertices are locally
consistent and the start state by definition is non-dominated. Thus, the termination
condition is satisfied. As such, ComputeShortestPath will terminate whenU becomes
empty, after it has expanded every vertex at most four times, if it does not terminate
earlier. Furthermore,sstart satisfies the conditions of Theorem 13 after completion,
and the Theorem follows directly from Theorem 13.
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